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Story

Four ponies take care of the weather with their magic in the land of Light Blue: Whirl Wind, Silver Drop,

Snow Crystal and Golden Glow. But the new queen only wants sunshine and Whirl Wind, Snow Crystal and

Silver Drop are banished. With one last spell together, Whirl Wind has escaped to the world of humans...

What happens in Volume 2:

The four cloud ponies are stranded in the human world after escaping from the land of Light Blue. Now Lotti

absolutely has to hide them! With a spell, the ponies become tiny and can easily be placed in Lotti's room.

Only Whirl Wind returns to the horse farm - but then the farm is suddenly to be sold! Lotti negotiates a deal

with the owner of the riding stable: If she wins the Tannenwald Race with Whirl Wind, he can stay. In the

meantime, the ponies have lost a lot of strength due to the shrinkage – they urgently need a magic herb. But

it only grows in their homeland and the new king, the dark magician Griseo, won't let anyone into the

country. Only on the night of the red moon is it possible to open the gate of the wind. Together with the sun

pony Golden Glow, Lotti sets out that night to get the plant. But Griseo has been expecting them and wants

to capture Golden Glow. At the last moment Lotti can escape on Golden Glow's back. Now she is well

prepared for the Tannenwald Race to save Whirlwind from being sold.
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More titles in this series

The Magic Cloud Ponies – Secret of the

Diamonds (Vol.1)
The Magic Cloud Ponies – The Enchanted Castle

(Vol. 3)
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